Omni San Francisco is a luxury brand whose incredible family of associates puts the soul in hospitality every day. We are looking to expand our family with talented industry professionals, whether starting out their career or looking for growth, that are eager to join our team!

Sous Chef
Responsible for the preparation of meals in Bob's Steak and Chop House and banquets. Requires good communication skills including proficiency in verbal English and demonstrated professionalism. Must have previous Sous Chef or Kitchen Supervisor experience in a high volume, upscale dining establishment. Must have strong line-cook and culinary leadership skills. Must have knowledge of meats and fish, including butchery, and sanitation and health code requirements. Position opening in June.

Part Time LP Hotel Agent
Hotel Service Agents ensure that all hotel guest, associates and hotel property are maintained in a safe and secure environment. They are responsible for providing security to hotel guests and associates while ensuring internal and external customer satisfaction. The Hotel Service Agent is also responsible for daily operational functions of the hotel such as the control, logging, and distribution of goods entering the hotel, responding to guest and associate emergencies, and enforcing hotel policies and procedures. Perfect for students wanting to get into hospitality and learn the different departments of the hotel. Shifts will be Saturday/Sunday 8am-4pm and Monday 3pm-11pm.

Catering Sales Coordinator
Provides valuable administrative support to the Catering department including typing and distributing correspondence (booking notices, letters, contracts, etc.), maintaining account files and greeting clients. The Catering Sales Coordinator will also answer some sales inquiries independently, ensuring that inquiries are forwarded to the proper person. The ideal candidate will have hospitality experience and/or administrative/clerical experience.

If you have any questions or would like to inquire about other opportunities with Omni Hotels and Resorts, please contact Samantha Zettler, Employment and Benefits Manager.
SAMANTHA.ZETTLER@OMNIHOTELS.COM